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Dear Parents / Guardians, 

With the re-opening of Clifton Notties, “phase two” on Monday 8th June, we look forward to welcoming all our pupils 
back on campus during the course of the week!  As has been repeatedly said over the last two months, it has been a 
time of mixed emotions for us all, with some having called it the “Coronacoaster”.  –  Reasons for this are numerous, 
but particularly for our children next week they may be leaving the “safety bubbles of home” for the first time in two 
months and they might not have had to wear a mask or a visor at all.  So, we encourage you to please let them try a 
mask this weekend, chat to them about the protocols Clifton have had to put in place and please explain “age 
appropriately” why these “new rules” are necessary. - This might sound very basic to some, but the reality is that 
Clifton is not the place it was when they left at the end of last term. It is going to be different for them on their 
return. – We have experienced this with our Grade 7s and teachers this week, as they have had to adjust to the “new 
normal”. Social distancing is not the norm for our community… 

Having said this, our Grade 7s have nevertheless demonstrated how resilient Clifton children are. – Ironically, our 
Clifton Bravehearts have shown true bravery as they have adapted, despite feelings of apprehension when they first 
returned, not knowing quite what to expect and how different it would be. - They have focussed on the positives: 
how special it is to see their friends, teachers and reconnect with one another, as well as how much easier it is to 
work together than alone… “It is so worth it being back, despite the masks Mom!”  

They have learnt that change is “ok” and that to do things differently 
can be fun. One such example, was yesterday’s PE lesson which took 
on a different form, not being able to play their traditional sports… but 
comments such as, “We had the best PE lesson ever today Mom!” 
were common. (The photos overleaf will confirm this.)  

In fact, not only have our children shown bravery, but so too have our 
staff, learning and adapting to totally new methods of teaching that 
have been creative and have kept our children engaged and excited to 
learn in a “Clifton way”. - Many staff have also taken on different roles 
and responsibilities due to this pandemic, preparing our school to 
conform to government regulations, for which we are so grateful!  

So, we cannot change these tough times, but we can choose to be 
brave and “change the ending” as CS Lewis said… 

Clifton we’ve got this! 

FROM THE HEADMASTER’S OFFICE 
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“Different Classroon layout…” 

“Fun to have lessons outside…” 

 

“Wonderful to chill with friends at break again!” 

 

“PE with Mr X… tough but great fun!” 

“Online Learning much better outside…” 
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“Rediscovering the Clifton Campus… walks with Mrs Rautie” 

 

“…Boys & their Bikes!” 

“Boarder Bonfires…” 


